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LADY NUGENT AND TOM CRINGLE ON THE VERANDA: 
EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY OBSERVATIONS ON A 
CARIBBEAN ARCHITECTURAL FEATURE 
 
“… in this verandah a great deal of their life is led” 1 
 
Introduction 
Anthony Trollope was referring specifically to the people of Georgetown, 
British Guiana, when he made the observation quoted above, but his 
remark could be said to apply equally to the entire Caribbean region. By 
the time of Trollope’s tour of the West Indies and the Spanish Main in 
1858-9, verandas (or verandahs), then commonly known as piazzas, were 
ubiquitous architectural features in the Caribbean. Even before George I 
ascended the British throne, the veranda, so typical of Caribbean Georgian 
architecture, was a common feature of houses built for the white 
plantocracy. In a letter from Jamaica written in1711, Charles Leslie noted 
that, 
“The gentlemen’s houses are generally built low, of one 
story, consisting of five or six handsome apartments … they 
have generally a piazza to which you ascend by several steps, 
and [which] serves for a screen against the heat, and is 
likewise a way of enjoying any coolness which may be in the 
air.”2 
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Drawing on evidence derived from two well-known published works that 
record on-the-spot observations made at the time, this study examines 
the role of the veranda or piazza in early nineteenth century Caribbean, 
mainly Jamaican, colonial society. It explores the various ways in which 
this characteristic architectural feature was used, and suggests possible 
reasons for its continuing popularity. 
 
Probably the best-known contemporary works that describe daily life in 
Jamaica during the first decades of the nineteenth century are Lady 
Nugent’s Journal and Michael Scott’s Tom Cringle’s Log. The former is a 
personal journal kept by Maria Nugent, the American-born wife of the 
British governor of Jamaica from 1801 to 1805, the latter an 
autobiographical novel that contains vivid descriptions of different places 
in the Caribbean, including Jamaica where many of the episodes are set. 
Both books reveal much about verandas and the various ways in which 
they were used, and the following discussion begins with an examination of 
Lady Nugent’s observations on the subject.    
 
Lady Nugent’s Journal  
Describing Clifton House, near Kingston, Maria Nugent wrote, “Its form is 
the usual one, of one story with a piazza, &c.” 3, while, with its “galleries, 
piazzas, porticoes &c.”, the splendid house at Bushy Park was “truly 
Creole” 4. In England and the English-speaking world, ‘piazza’ is an 
alternative word for ‘veranda’, but it has largely fallen into disuse in this 
sense. ‘Gallery’ and ‘portico’ are terms that can also refer to features 
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related to veranda-like features, while another word sometimes used with 
similar meaning is ‘porch’. The latter is invariably associated with an 
entrance. Lady Nugent rarely used the word ‘veranda’ in her Journal, 
‘piazza’ clearly being her preferred term. It was a word used for the 
verandas of houses both great and small. The Maroon settlement of 
Charlestown had “little huts up the sides of the hills, each having a piazza 
in front” 5, a feature which, for Lady Nugent, contributed to the 
picturesqueness of the scene, but about which she had nothing more to say. 
Why the descendants of runaway slaves built verandas on their simple 
dwellings, and how the black population used these structures we can only 
conjecture. Lady Nugent’s Journal is much more informative about the 
verandas of the houses of the wealthy white population, however, and an 
examination of her observations throws much light on the important role 
that these features played in the daily life of colonial Jamaica. Before 
proceeding, it is useful to note the use of plurals in the extract from Lady 
Nugent’s description of Bushy Park, quoted above. While many Jamaican 
houses had (and have) only one veranda, usually at the front, back and side 
verandas were common. 
 
In over thirty references to verandas, which she usually called ‘piazzas’, 
Lady Nugent reveals a wide range of uses to which the Jamaican veranda 
was put. While many of her observations relate to Government Pen, the 
Governor’s country estate near the then capital, Spanish Town, others refer 
to houses which she and her husband visited on their travels round Jamaica. 
For Lady Nugent and her husband the day commonly began on the 
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veranda. Before sunrise, they would take a walk, and, presumably, talk on 
the piazza, together, or she alone when the Governor was away. One 
evening, when they were entertaining guests at Government Pen, the two of 
them were able to slip away from the crowd and “walked most sociably in 
the piazza” 6. After the birth of their son, George, the parents sometimes 
took the baby with them on their veranda strolls7.  
 
A private promenade where one can take a walk, day or night, the veranda 
is quintessentially a private and secure place from which to look out into 
the world beyond. It is the veritable epitome of prospect-refuge theory, an 
evolutionary explanation of landscape preference based on the idea that 
circumstances making it easy to see without being seen tended to favour 
human survival 8. Shortly after her arrival in Jamaica, Lady Nugent wrote, 
“I sat in the piazza, and saw the sun rise most beautifully behind the 
mountains. Nothing, most certainly, can exceed the beauty and enchanting 
scenery of this country” 9. Years later she recorded a dramatic 
thunderstorm which she watched from the veranda of Mount Salus, a house 
overlooking the Liguanea Plains10. Near the end of her sojourn in Jamaica, 
at a time when war with the French was causing great anxiety in Jamaica, 
she wrote of a visit to Port Henderson, “ Not a creature have I seen since 
morning, but have walked in the piazza the whole day, with a glass in my 
hand, looking continually towards the sea for the enemy” 11.  
 
A place for gazing at the land, the sea and the sky and for keeping on the 
watch for possible danger, the veranda is also where people look out at, and 
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often, literally, look down on other people. It is where those inside the 
house go to observe those outside, sometimes displaying themselves to the 
public gaze. Describing her visit, with General Nugent, to Falmouth, in 
1802, Lady Nugent wrote,  
 
“ The streets crowded with people, and a Negro market held 
in front of General Bell’s house. The Negroes seemed very 
happy, selling their yams, cocoanuts, plantains, &c. and salt 
fish. When we shewed ourselves in the piazza, they laughed, 
danced, bowed, curtsied and grinned, and used every possible 
grimace to express their happiness at seeing us” 12 .  
 
At a fête arranged for the servants at Government Pen, Lady Nugent 
and others “ took [their] stations in the piazza, to see the blackies enjoy 
themselves” 13.   
 
At the interface of indoors and outdoors, almost, but not quite alfresco, the 
veranda is a pleasant place in which to eat and drink, alone or in company. 
Meals on the veranda recorded in Lady Nugent’s journal include 
breakfast14, second breakfast15 and dinner. Entertained at Knockalva, near 
Savanna-la Mar, and “ doomed to go to dinner”, Lady Nugent had to “ Sit 
down soon after 6, with twenty gentlemen, to a loaded table, extending all 
the length of the piazza” 16. On another, pleasanter, occasion, she recorded 
“ A table laid in the piazza, for the children” 17. After dinner, there might 
be served “coffee in the piazza” 18, or, perhaps, something stronger. Lady 
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Nugent noted with amusement an occasion when she saw “a host of 
gentlemen, who were taking their sangaree in the piazza”, some of them 
becoming “half tipsy” 19. 
 
As we have seen, some verandas could accommodate large gatherings. 
They were used for important celebrations, and, on the occasion of baby 
George’s christening, “At half past 8, the whole family were assembled in 
the piazza, and the guests in the dining room” 20. There might even be room 
enough for dancing. At the christening party, “After dinner, the black 
servants, about forty men and women, with their children and sweethearts, 
&c. had a dance in the back piazza; the white ladies and gentlemen having 
had theirs before we sat down to dinner” 21. Sometimes, when rooms were 
crowded, the veranda was used to accommodate the overspill. During their 
stay at Apostles Battery, the Nugents’  “little front drawing-room was so 
full, that many sat on the veranda” 22. 
 
Scene of many a large social gathering, the veranda is, perhaps, best 
appreciated for its role as a quiet retreat. It is a place for intimate 
conversation and for solitary pursuits, such as reading, writing or calm 
reflection. Shortly after learning that she was pregnant, Lady Nugent wrote, 
“ I keep quiet in the piazza before breakfast” 23, and, in a later entry, she 
noted that she “ was writing in the veranda this morning …” 24. 
 
From before sunrise to after sunset, at home and in the homes of others, 
Lady Nugent, alone or in company, spent much of her life in Jamaica on 
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the veranda. Member of a privileged class, she enjoyed much more leisure 
than most, but her journal record does illustrate the important role and 
varied uses of the veranda in colonial Jamaican life of the period. Nowhere 
have I found her give any reason for the popularity of the veranda or for its 
extensive use for a variety of purposes. In one entry, she referred to “ a cool 
part of the veranda” 25, in which she laid her baby on a tiger skin. Shade 
from the heat and glare of the sun and openness to cooling breezes were, no 
doubt, reasons that Lady Nugent felt needed no explanation in her account 
of life in the tropics. Her journal is full of comments on the climate and 
weather of Jamaica, where the heat can be “so dreadful” 26. Inside the 
Governor’s official residence, King’s House, “The heat is intolerable. Not a 
breath of air, and the thermometer from 90 to 95” 27. In 1805, Lady Nugent 
and her family left tropical Jamaica, returning to the cooler climate of 
England.  
 
Tom Cringle’s Log 
 The following year Michael Scott arrived in Jamaica and began his 
business career in the West Indies, which was to last until 1822 when he 
finally returned to his native Scotland. His extensive travels and 
experiences in the Caribbean region yielded much of the material he was to 
use in his two books, Tom Cringle’s Log and The Cruise of the Midge.  
Scott’s more famous novel, Tom Cringle’s Log, first appeared as a series of 
instalments in Blackwood’s Magazine between 1829 and 1833, and, in the 
latter year was first published as a book, originally in two volumes28. This 
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work contains a series of ‘interesting autobiographical portraits of Jamaica 
in the 1820s’29.   
 
 The hero of these tales is Tom Cringle, who joins the British navy and 
subsequently has numerous adventures, mainly in the Caribbean. Although 
many of the scenes are set in Jamaica, where Scott spent most of his time in 
the West Indies, much of the action takes place elsewhere in the region, on 
other islands and on the Caribbean mainland. Thus the reader learns about 
verandas and related architectural features in some of the Spanish and 
French colonies in the region, as well as in Jamaica and the Bahamas.  The 
words ‘piazza’, ‘verandah’, ‘balcony’ and, rarely, ‘porch’, in the singular 
and plural, occur in the book over sixty times. Their use in the text show 
that they were, to some degree, interchangeable terms, and Scott’s 
descriptions of these architectural features enhance our understanding of 
their role in Caribbean life two centuries ago. 
 
At one Jamaican house, “The usual verandah, or piazza, ran along the 
whole front …”30, while another had a “piazza, or open verandah”31. At 
Uppark Camp, near Kingston, a barracks building had a “large balcony, or 
piazza, [that] ran along the whole of the south front, both above and 
below”32. Here the reader is apprised of a major function of this 
architectural feature “which shaded the brick shell of the house from the 
sun”33. In Santiago, Cuba, the typical house had “a large heavy wooden 
balcony”34, which Scott also called a “verandah”, referring to “the wooden 
verandah or lattice already described”35 and to “one of the aforesaid 
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verandahs”36. The term, “lattice”, as used in this Cuban context, no doubt 
refers to the “clumsy carved woodwork” above the “row of heavy 
balustrades”37 that enclosed the balcony or veranda.  
 
On ‘piazzas’ in urban areas, Scott provides us with much more information 
than we find in Lady Nugent’s Journal. Describing a street in Gonaïves, 
Haiti, with its “low, one-story, shabby-looking” buildings, he noted the 
“small piazzas, or projecting eaves of the houses”38. In Kingston, as in 
many other Caribbean towns, while the eaves of buildings often did extend 
out to create piazzas at the upper levels, it was their projecting upper 
stories, supported on wooden posts or columns, that formed the street-level 
piazzas. These features are well seen in the nineteenth century prints of 
Hakewill, Kidd and Duperly. Scott’s descriptions vividly evoke these street 
scenes, in which the projecting upper stories of the houses, built side by 
side, formed a more or less continuous covered walkway, albeit one that 
was often irregular and uneven underfoot. Scott described  Kingston as 
follows: 
           
          “The appearance of the town itself was novel and pleasing; 
the houses, chiefly of two stories, looked as if they had been 
built of cards, most of them being surrounded with piazzas 
from ten to fourteen feet wide, gaily painted green and white, 
and formed by the roofs projecting beyond the brick walls or 
shells of the houses. On the ground-floor these piazzas are 
open, and in the lower part of the town, where the houses are 
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built contiguous to each other, they form a covered way, 
affording a most grateful shelter from the sun, on each side of 
the streets, which last are unpaved, and more like dry river-
courses than thoroughfares in a Christian town. On the floor 
above, the balconies are shut in with a sort of movable blinds, 
called ‘jealousies,’ like large-bladed Venetian blinds, fixed in 
frames, with here and there a glazed sash to admit light in 
bad weather when the blinds are closed”39.  
 
In this description there is no mention of the columns or pillars that 
supported the projecting upper verandas, but elsewhere Scott refers to “a 
pillar of the piazza”40, and the reader is informed that “The ranges 
supporting the piazza were at a distance of about twenty feet from each 
other”41.  
 
The upper veranda or balcony was private space, but that below was more 
open to the public. Indeed, in the centre of town it was a covered walkway 
open to all. At first floor level, high above the street, additional privacy was 
afforded by the “jealousies” mentioned by Scott. In the Spanish colonies, 
the equivalent structures were the enclosed balconies, such as those of 
Santiago de Cuba, where wooden latticework “effectually prevented you 
from seeing into the interior” 42. Enclosed or not, balconies were not sound-
proof, and the quiet of the upper part of a Cuban town might be broken by 
“the tinkle of a guitar from one of the aforesaid verandahs”43, while in 
Panama, “two black servants … flew … into the small balcony fronting the 
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lane and began to shout across the narrow street to a Carmelite priest, who 
was in a gallery of the opposite monastery”44. 
 
The street-front piazza at ground level was a place to meet, converse or just 
to lounge or lurk and watch the comings and goings of others in town. In 
Kingston, during the day, “The merchants of the place … were seen 
grouped under the piazzas in earnest conversation with their Spanish 
customers”45, while at night one might see, “… not a soul in the streets … 
except a solitary town-guard now and then, lurking about some dark corner 
under the piazzas”46. The veranda upstairs was a place to watch the passing 
scene in private, alone or with friends: “Before dinner we were lounging 
about the piazza, and looking down into the street …”47. The “large 
balcony or piazza … above and below” at Uppark Camp was also a place 
for relaxing and idling; it “afforded a cool and convenient lounge for the 
men”48 . 
 
Many of the veranda activities mentioned in Scott’s novel are similar to 
those recorded in Lady Nugent’s Journal – relaxing, conversing, eating or 
just looking out, for example. In one scene, a particularly sumptuous 
breakfast is described, an occasion that even a cloud of voracious flies 
failed to spoil: 
 
“He ushered us into the piazza, where breakfast was laid, when 
uprose ten thousand flies from the breakfast table, that was 
covered with marmalade, and guava jelly, and nicely roasted 
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yams, and fair white bread; and the fragrant bread-fruit roasted 
in the ashes, and wrapped in plantain leaves; while the 
chocolate and coffee pots – the latter equal in cubic content to 
one of the Wave’s water-butts – emulated each other in the 
fragrance of the odours which they sent forth; and avocado 
pears, and potted calipiver, and cold pork hams, and – really, I 
cannot repeat the numberless luxuries that flanked the main 
body of the entertainment on a side-table, all strong 
provocatives to fall to” 49.  
 
Often the veranda or piazza is mentioned merely in connection with 
the arrival or departure of characters in the story, as somewhere 
through which one passes on the way in or out. Sometimes, however, 
it is the scene of a dramatic or picturesque happening. At an estate 
overseer’s house in rural Jamaica, Tom Cringle “… looked towards 
the piazza, which was gaily lit up, [and saw that] … it was crowded 
with male and female Negroes in their holiday apparel … amongst 
whom were several gumbie-men and flute players, and John 
Canoes”, who joked and danced their way through the gathering50. 
This reminds us of Lady Nugent’s description of the, perhaps more 
refined, servant’s fête at Government Pen. Elsewhere in the book, 
the “grass-hammock which usually hung there” in the piazza of the 
lodgings of one of Scott’s characters, is an indicator of the use of the 
veranda for rest and relaxation. Scott, however, used this for 
dramatic effect. One night, a man in the story returns home and, 
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stumbling against the suspended hammock, discovers in it the body 
of his valet, “dead and cold, with a knife sticking under his fifth rib – 
no doubt intended for his master”51. 
 
 Most incidents on the veranda are less macabre than this, mainly 
encounters with visitors and conversations held there. Adopting the persona 
of Tom Cringle, Scott wrote “ … an English sailor … came into the piazza, 
and planted himself opposite the window where I sat … [and] made various 
nautical salaams, until he had attracted my attention”52. Learning that it was 
not Cringle, but his Captain, that the visitor wished to see, “ I called my 
superior officer into the narrow dark piazza” where the sailor conveyed a 
message from another sea captain. This incident in Haiti illustrates the role 
of the veranda as a frontier or border zone between private and public 
space53. It is where the visitor, particularly a stranger, may have access to a 
house of another, without the expectation of being admitted within; and it is 
where the occupant receives and converses with, even entertains visitors, 
but allowing inside only members of the household, close friends or guests. 
 
 
As a frontier zone, the veranda can also be a place of welcome and 
assembly:  
 
            “The party was a bachelors’ one, and, when we walked up 
the front steps, there was our host in person, standing to 
receive us at the door; while, on each side of him, there 
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were five or six of his visitors, all sitting with their legs 
cocked up, their feet resting on a sort of surbase, above 
which the jealousies, or movable blinds of the piazza, 
were fixed”54. 
 
 The veranda is, therefore, a semi-permeable edge where outsiders and 
insiders meet, the latter making the decision on whom to allow or invite in. 
It may also be a decorative edge, particularly where it presents the public 
face of the building. Mention has already been made of the carved and 
gaily painted woodwork that decorate some verandas and balconies, but 
there are other ways to make these places more attractive to the eye, and, 
possibly, the nose, notably by using plants. In a Cuban scene, “ … the sun 
now shone brightly on the flowers and garden plants which grew in a range 
of pots on the balcony”55, and, later, a butterfly could be seen “flitting gaily 
and happily amongst the plants and flowers that were blooming in the 
balcony”56. 
 
Before leaving Tom Cringle on the veranda, piazza or balcony, it is 
appropriate to consider his observations on two other related architectural 
features, the ‘look-out’ and the ‘back jamb’. As a place from which to look 
out at the world, the veranda is a convenient spot, but, even when it is 
placed at an upper level, the building to which it is attached greatly limits 
the view from it. In an urban area, this view, too, is likely to be obstructed 
by other buildings across the street or in the vicinity. Referring to Kingston, 
Scott wrote, “Most of the houses in the lower part of the town are 
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surmounted by a small look-out, as it is called, like a little belfry, and 
usually furnished with one or more good telescopes, fitted with green 
blinds”57. From these rooftop structures, Kingstonians with shipping 
interests could keep a watch on the movements of vessels offshore and 
within the harbour. A well-known surviving example of a look-out is that 
of Vale Royal, Kingston. 
 
Describing one mansion in Kingston, Scott wrote, 
 
“Advancing through this room you entered, by a pair of folding 
doors, on a very handsome dining-room, situated in what I 
believe is called a back jamb, a sort of outrigger to the house, 
fitted all round with movable blinds or jealousies, and open 
like a lantern to all the winds of heaven except the west, in 
which direction the house warded off the sickening beams of 
the setting sun”58. 
 
Here, the word ‘jamb’ apparently means a projecting wing of a building, a 
use of the word that is now obsolete. As described by Scott, the back jamb 
very much resembles an extended form of screened veranda or deck, as this 
kind of structure is now often called. 
 
The back jamb may, perhaps, be regarded as the most elaborate form of 
veranda, the most simple kind being “ a rude verandah of bamboos and 
palm leaves”59, often crudely added to a simple hut as a lean-to structure 
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supported by a couple of poles It is a type of structure that can still be seen 
in many parts of the world. Perhaps the “piazzas” that Lady Nugent saw on 
the “little huts” of Charlestown were of this kind. This study of Lady 
Nugent’s Journal and Tom Cringle’s Log has shown that the word ‘piazza’ 
was applied to verandas of widely varying types, ranging from those in 
front of peasant huts and those formed by the eaves of poor, one-storey 
houses in towns, to the very elaborate structures, often on two levels, that 
grace one or more sides of mansions and other large buildings. While those 
on the ground floor or lower level and those above could all be called 
verandas as well as piazzas, only the upper ones projecting from the wall 
and supported on posts, columns or brackets were sometimes referred to as 
balconies. Piazzas, verandas and balconies may be open or enclosed, 
jalousies (jealousies), balustrades and lattices of various kinds serving the 
latter purpose. Today, the word ‘piazza’, used with this meaning, is rarely 
found in contemporary Jamaican literature.  
 
Veranda furniture and fittings; veranda hierarchy 
Being multi-purpose spaces at the interface of indoors and outdoors, 
verandas have various and, varying requirements for furniture and fittings. 
A light and extremely portable item such as the hammock, mentioned by 
Scott in a rather gruesome context, is ideal for veranda use because it can 
easily be taken down and removed whenever the need arises. Chairs and 
tables are sometimes mentioned in Nugent’s journal and Scott’s novel, but 
their presence is more often merely implied by references to sitting, eating 
or writing, for example. These items of furniture, being relatively light, are 
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portable and quite easy to rearrange or remove any time. Special occasions, 
however, may require much more effort to make suitable temporary 
arrangements on the veranda. The long table on the Knockalva veranda, 
mentioned by Lady Nugent, was probably put there especially for the 
dinner given in honour of the visiting Governor and his wife. In all 
likelihood, it would have been removed after their departure. Some evening 
or night time functions may have required special lighting arrangements, as 
when Tom Cringle saw ‘the piazza, which was gaily lit up,’60 at a party 
held in an overseer’s house, no doubt candle or oil fuelled lamps or lanterns 
being used for the purpose. 
 
In order to discourage intruders, and to increase privacy, verandas have 
long been fitted with a variety of screens and grilles. Jalousies, some of 
them removable, were common features of the Caribbean Georgian 
veranda, and in those parts of the region where Spanish influence was 
strong wooden lattice screens were typical. References to all of these 
features occur widely in Tom Cringle’s Log. 
 
Although not very clearly illustrated in the two works examined in this 
paper, there is, or was, in the Caribbean a veranda hierarchy in which 
tradespeople, visitors of a lower class, household servants and the like 
normally use the back or side veranda, leaving the front veranda to the 
householder’s family, friends and guests61. Some hint of this hierarchy can 
be discerned in Lady Nugent’s Journal where, at baby George’s christening 
party mentioned earlier, the black servants danced on the back piazza, and, 
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on the Governor’s visit to Falmouth, the assembled ladies and gentlemen 
displayed themselves on the piazza facing the street, to the apparent delight 
of the common folk. Significantly, it was on “the back piazza” that Tom 
Cringle and his companion found “the head book-keeper and carpenter” in 
the house of an overseer62. 
 
Conclusion 
This study of the veranda as seen through the eyes of Lady Maria Nugent 
and Michael Scott, alias Tom Cringle, clearly demonstrates the important 
role that the piazza, as it was then more commonly known, played in the 
life of early nineteenth century Caribbean colonial society. Because of the 
colour and class backgrounds of the two authors, the emphasis is mainly on 
the experience of the white, privileged minority, although we do catch 
glimpses of black servants and slaves, as well as low status white people on 
the veranda. That at least some of the humble cottages of the black 
population had verandas is confirmed by Lady Nugent’s observations at 
Charlestown, a Maroon settlement. 
 
The popularity of the veranda throughout the region, in places influenced 
by different European as well as African cultures, and among all classes of 
people, suggests that the appeal of this typical feature was based on 
something more than architectural fashion. Indeed, we know that the 
veranda, in various forms, from the classical portico to the modern deck 
with pergola, has been popular in many different parts of the world from 
ancient times. In many areas the veranda is clearly an architectural 
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response to climate, a structure that provides shade to a building, thus 
promoting comfortable coolness within. This, as we have seen, is 
something noted by Scott, who also mentioned the welcome shade that 
verandas or piazzas give to people relaxing or going about their business 
outside the walls. 
 
A place of relative comfort in hot weather, the veranda is also a space at the 
interface of indoors and outdoors which allows for a wide variety of uses, 
for solitary or small or large group activities, many of which were noted by 
Nugent and Scott. As a frontier zone, it is where it is possible to keep a 
lookout on the world outside from a place that provides relative security, a 
sheltered, partly hidden spot where one can inspect, welcome or hold at bay 
anyone who approaches.  Quintessentially, the veranda is a place in which 
to relax and take pleasure, not least of which is the enjoyment of the 
prospect, be it a panoramic view, a peaceful garden or a lively street scene.  
 
Being a member of the more leisured class, Lady Nugent probably spent 
more time than most on the veranda. Tom Cringle, too, despite his wildly 
busy life, had greater opportunities than those lower down the social scale 
for relaxation and enjoyment on the veranda. Nevertheless, as we have 
seen, in the early nineteenth century the veranda, then more commonly 
known as the piazza, was not confined to the houses of the rich. Even for at 
least some of the poor black population, a veranda was something worth 
having. It may, perhaps, have been a kind of status symbol, a sign of some 
level of prosperity or independence, something one might expect in a 
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Maroon settlement such as Charlestown, rather than in a slave village. 
More likely, however, it was the practical value of the veranda as a useful 
multi-purpose space that made it a desirable addition to the basic dwelling. 
Equally, the appeal of the veranda as a comfortable place in which to relax 
and observe the passing scene no doubt contributed to its popularity, even 
among those who had relatively little leisure. Indeed, when there was little 
time or money for recreation, a veranda of one’s own may well have been 
the best way to cater for this human need, a convenient place to spend a 
few snatched moments of leisure during the busy day.  
 
Despite the great changes in the nature of society, in the Caribbean and in 
many other parts of the world, the veranda and related structures such as 
the balcony continue to play at least as important a role in daily life as they 
did two centuries ago. The veranda of today’s Californian or Australian 
bungalow, and the balcony of the apartment block in the residential area of 
the modern city are among the contemporary equivalents of the lower and 
upper piazzas of Lady Nugent’s and Tom Cringle’s day.  
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ABSTRACT 
The veranda, or piazza, is a characteristic feature of Caribbean Georgian 
architecture, and insights into its various forms and uses in the early 
nineteenth century are gained from a study of observations recorded by 
Lady Maria Nugent in her Journal, and Michael Scott in his 
autobiographical novel, Tom Cringle’s Log. Focusing mainly on Jamaica, 
with its largely English Creole architecture, this paper also refers to 
verandas and balconies in other parts of the Caribbean, including some 
where Spanish and French influences are dominant. Scott and Nugent 
reveal the important role played by the veranda in West Indian colonial 
society.  
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